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ABSTRACT

Radiosity has been used to create some of the most photorealistic computergenerated images to date. The proble~ however, is that radiosity algorithms are so
computationally and memory expensive that few applications can employ them
successfully. Form factor calculation is the most costly part of the process. This report
describes an algorithm for using the finite element method to reduce the amount of time
that is used in the form factor calculation portion of the radiosity algorithm. This
technique for form factor calculation significantly reduces the number of projections done
at each iteration by using shape functions to determine the distribution of a form factor
across the surface of a patch and thus greatly reduces total run time.
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-INTRODUCTION

The theory ofradiosity, first used in thermal engineering applications, is used in
computer graphics to render photorealistic images. Radiosity accounts for the
movement of light energy within the environment. It is a conservation of light
algorithm; all light received by a surface must be either absorbed or reflected.
Calculating the effects of this interreflection requires a great amount of computational
resources and is, therefore, very time consuming. The techniques for calculating this
interreflection must be improved substantially for radiosity methods to be employed in
a wide variety of applications. This is especially true for microcomputer platforms.
Unfortunately, most research in this area has been done on high-end graphics systems
where optimization is not as important.

Radiosity Techniques

The basic radiosity algorithm requires that the environment first be divided into
patches over which the radiosity is assumed to be constant. (Radiosity is defined as
the rate at which light energy leaves a surface.) Each patch contributes light into the
system. The light it contributes is composed of its own emittance value and its
reflection of light received from other patches. A form factor, Fij, is the amount of
light that leaves patch i that actually reaches patchj. Form factors must be calculated
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from each patch to every other patch in the environment. This is the most time
consuming part of the radiosity algorithm
The conventional hemicube method further subdivides each patch into
subpatches to achieve greater resolution. A hemicube is divided into discrete elements
called pixels. A delta form factor value is precomputed for each of these pixels. The
hemicube is centered on a patch and the subpatches that comprise all the other patches
in the environment are projected onto this hemicube. The form factor for each
subpatch is the sum of the delta form factors of each pixel that participate in its
projection.

Contributions

The problem with the conventional model is that, even on high-end systems,
form factor calculation is too slow. In order to make radiosity a feasible solution for
most applications, the form factor calculation must be improved. The focus of some
research in this area makes use of the finite element method. The finite element
method is a technique for approximating a solution for a geometric shape. The shape
is divided into smaller geometric shapes for which solutions can be calculated. The
functions to calculate the solutions for the smaller shapes are called shape functions.
The approximation is the linear combination of the shape function evaluated for each
smaller shape. Heckbert and Winget demonstrated that the use of the finite element
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method to approximate radiosity variation in two dimensional "flatland" improves
performance with fewer subdivisions(Heckbert and Winget 1991). Later Max and
Allison extended this idea to three dimensional space by using the finite element
method to approximate radiosity variation using vertex-to-vertex form factors (Max
and Allison 1992).
In this study, the finite element method is further extended to approximate the
distribution of a patch's form factor to each of its subpatches. The environment is
subdivided into patches and subpatches as in the conventional method. The difference
is in the projection step. Instead of projecting subpatches, patches are projected.
After the form factors have been determined for the patches, the finite element method
is employed to calculate approximate form factor values for each of the subpatches.
This greatly reduces the number of projections that must be done and, in turn, reduces
the total run time of the algorithm.

Organization

This paper gives an overview of radiosity theory and principles and describes
the conventional method for calculating form factors. The finite element method as
used by this implementation is detailed including the development of the shape
function. Finally, analysis is done to compare the conventional method with the finite
element method described. In addition, conclusions have been drawn and suggestions
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have been made for future research. The source code for the finite element portion of
the implementation is presented in the Appendix.

OVERVIEW OF RADIOSITY THEORY AND PRINCIPLES

The quest for photorealism in computer graphics has progressed through several
stages. One of the first attempts to achieve photorealism used the empirical illumination
model. The empirical model is evaluated within the perspective geometry of the scene and
uses incremental techniques to simulate shading and shadows. Most of the work on this
model was done at the same time that research was being done on scanline visible surface
algorithms (Hall 1987).
The transitional illumination model uses work in physics and optics to improve
upon the empirical model. An increase in computational power and the interest for more
realistic color, shading, and visual detail gave birth to this model The transitional model
uses the true geometry of the environment so reflections, refractions, and shadows are
geometrically correct. Texture mapping and ray tracing are outgrowths of this model
Good renderings of spectral surfaces can be produced but diffuse surfaces are not handled
well (Hall1987).
More recently, the transitional model has evolved into the analytical model. In this
mode~

not only is geometry maintained but the movement of light energy throughout the

environment is also modeled. Radiosity was developed based on this illumination model.
The most realistic images to date have been created using radiosity because it handles
diffuse surfaces well (Halll987).
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Classical Radiosity Methods

Radiosity was initially developed in a thermal engineering environment to account
for the heat transfer between elements in furnaces or on a spacecraft. In 1984, Goral first
introduced the application ofheat transfer theory to computer graphics (Spencer 1992).
This theory models the interaction of light energy among objects in an environment and
uses the concept of conservation of energy. The energy emitted or reflected from one
surface is either absorbed or reflected by another surface. All surfaces can therefore be
considered emitters. Since all surfaces emit light, light sources are modeled in the same
manner as any other object in the environment.
Radiosity is defined as the rate at which energy leaves a surface and is the sum of
the emitted and reflected energy. In the radiosity model, surfaces are assumed to be
Lambertian reflectors (i.e. , to reflect light with equal intensities in all directions). Surfaces
are subdivided into discrete patches for which the radiosity is assumed to be constant.
The equation to express the patch radiosity as the sum of energy contributions from all
other patches follows (Wallace 1992)
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n

BiAi

= EiA; + p; L BJAJFji
J= l

where
Bx = radiosity of patch x
Ax = area of patch x
Ei = emitted energy per unit area of patch i
Pi = reflectivity of patch i
Fji = form factor (fraction of energy from patchj that reaches patch i)

Initially the radiosity of each object in the environment (except light sources) is
zero. The radiosity of each patch is then determined by summing its emitted light and its
reflected light as stated in the equation above. Incident light is the sum of the light leaving
each patch in the environment scaled by the fraction of that light reaching a unit area of
the receiving patch. This sum of these incident light factors is scaled by the index of
reflectivity to give a reflected light value.
To solve for an entire environment, a system of n simultaneous equations, where n
is the number of discrete patches in an environment, must be solved. This solution must
take into account that a concave patch will contribute to its own reflected energy. Also
note that this equation must be solved for each band of wavelengths considered in a
lighting model because Pi and Bi are wavelength dependent. Therefore the system of n
simultaneous equations described above will only be sufficient for monochrome
environments (Foley et al. 1992). A change in lighting or surface reflectivity does not
require a recalculation of form factors (because they are solely a function of the geometry
of the scene) but the system of equations must be solved again (Purgathofer and Zeiller
1992).
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Form Factor Calculation

Form factor calculation is at the heart of any radiosity system. In her original
work, Goral used contour integrals to compute exact form factors. She was able to do
this because her environment consisted of only convex surfaces and none of them were

occluded from another (Foley et al. 1992). Although these restrictions are not practical in
a realistic application, her study proved that radiosity can be used effectively in computer
graphics.
Computing form factors is one of the most computationally expensive parts of any
radiosity-based rendering system. Because form factors are so expensive, many
algorithms have been developed to calculate them in an efficient and accurate manner.

Nusselt's Analog

Nusselt's analog (Figure 1) can be used to approximate form factors for occluded
surfaces. Nusselt's analog provides a way to map all surfaces of an environment onto a
unit hemisphere centered on the patch normal. All parts of patch j that are visible from the
center of patch i are projected onto the hemisphere. This projection is then
orthographically projected onto the base of the hemisphere. Finally, the form factor from
patchj to patch i is derived by dividing this projected area by the area of the circle that
forms the base of the hemisphere (Foley et al. 1992) (Vilaplana and Puego 1992).
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patchj

nonnal

Figure 1. Nusselt's Analog.

Hemicube Algorithm

Cohen used a variation on Nusselt's analog by replacing the hemisphere with a
hemicube that is centered about patch i (Figure 2). 1bis modification evolved because a
hemicube projection is much easier to compute with traditional computer graphics
techniques (Hanrahan and Salzman 1992).
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patchj

Figure 2. Hemicube projection.
Each face of the hemicube is subdivided into pixels (equal sized square cells), each
of which has a precomputed delta form factor associated with it. Because of the
symmetry of the hemicube, the computation of delta form factors is limited to one-eighth
of the top face and one-fourth of the side faces (Foley et al 1992).
Once these delta form factors have been computed, each patch in the environment
(e.g., patchj in Figure 2) is projected onto the faces of the hemicube and is clipped
appropriately. The form factor associated with each patch is then approximated by
summing the delta form factors of each pixel involved in the projection (Vilaplana and
Puego 1992). A depth buffer is associated with the projection surface. E ach location in
the depth buffer directly and uniquely corresponds to one of the discrete areas and stores
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information about a patch visible at that location and the distance from the original patch
to that element.

Hemisphere Algorithm One

Other researchers have devised different modifications to Nusselt's analog. One of
the reasons Cohen chose a hemicube rather than a hemisphere for his model was the
"difficulty of creating equal-sized elements of [the] hemisphere, as well as creating a set of
linear coordinates to uniquely describe locations on its surface" (Spencer 1992).
However, the hemisphere can be subdivided using the spherical coordinate system as
shown in Figure 3.
The areas of the pixels will not be of equal size (as compared to those of a
rectangular coordinate system) but that is not really an issue. Using this method, more
samples will be taken closer to the apex of the hemisphere thus concentrating the sampling
where it will make the most difference in form factor calculation. Moreover, the form
factor associated with each discrete area does not have to be the same as the form factor
for another area. This means that lower form factor weights can be assigned to smaller
sample areas.
This algorithm is similar to the hemicube algorithm (however patches are restricted
to being triangular). It makes use of a depth buffer and each discrete area on the
hemisphere has an incremental form factor. These form factors can be precalculated and
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stored. Only <I> of these form factors need to be calculated because of the symmetrical
geometry of a hemisphere.
nonnal

Figure 3. Spherical coordinate system
First back-face testing is done to determine ifpatchj is visible from patch i. Then
patchj is projected onto the surface of the hemisphere. This already shows an
improvement over the hemicube method. The hemicube algorithm may require up to five
projections (one for each surface of the hemicube) but the hemisphere algorithm requires
only one. <I> and 0 values are calculated for each projected vertex and sorted in ascending
order by e.
The projected area is then clipped to the hemisphere base. Clipping is also much
less expensive than with the hemicube algorithm because the hemisphere has only one
clipping boundary. The projection must be classified into one of three categories:
1. The projection covers the apex of the hemisphere.

2. The projection crosses the 0 "begin-end" point.
3. The projection is "normal" (i.e. , does not fall into category 1 or 2).
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The algorithm then determines the smallest possible bounding box for the projection.
Projections that fall into

categori~s

one or two require special consideration.

Finding the maximum and minimum 0 values is usually straightforward because
they have already been sorted. If the projection crosses the 0 "begin-end" point however
maximum and minimum values will have to be interchanged and special processing must
be done at the "begin-end" point. If the projection covers the apex of the hemisphere,
every possible

e value will be represented in the bounding box.

Finding the maximum and minimum <I> values is a little more complicated. If the
patch is close to the apex but does not cover it, the endpoints of the patch may not be the
closest points to (or farthest points from) the apex. For this reason, the maximum and
minimum values for <I> are determined by calculating each edge's perpendicular bisection
point and finding the distance from it to the apex. If this distance is less than the distance
from a vertex to the apex, it is used in calculating the bounding box.
The algorithm tests each pixel of the bounding box to determine whether the
projection covers the hemisphere at that location and, if it does, whether it is closer
than any other patch projection previously tested at that location (ie., the current
value in the depth buffer). If this projection is closer, the depth buffer is updated with
this information.

This process of projection, clipping, and depth buffer comparison and update is
done for each of the patches in the scene. The form factor between patch i and patch j
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is the sum of the incremental form factors of the set of areas on the hemisphere
covered by the projection ofpatchj. _.
This algorithm has some distinct advantages over the hemicube algorithm It
has already been mentioned that projection and clipping are more efficient. The
hemisphere algorithm also yields greater accuracy at lower memory costs. This
algorithm, however, has sampling problems just as the hemicube algorithm does. Very
small elements can be under-represented (or not represented at all) when projected
onto the hemisphere (Spencer 1992).

Hemisphere Algorithm Two

Another algorithm using the hemisphere has been developed to try to
overcome some of the problems of the previous algorithm In this algorithm, the base
of the hemisphere is subdivided instead of the hemisphere itself and each of the pixels
has the same form factor value. As in the previously mentioned algorithms, a depth
buffer is associated with the pixel. Patch j is projected onto the surface of the
hemisphere and this projection is then orthographically projected onto the base of the
hemisphere. A standard edge list scan-conversion algorithm is used to determine the
set of discrete areas on the base that are covered by the projection. The form factor
from patch ito patchj is the sum ofthe form factors ofthese discrete areas (Spencer
1992).
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One of the advantages of this algorithm over the Hemisphere Algorithm One is
the precalculation of form factors. .Since each pixel has the same form factor value
this value only has to be determined once. Also, the subdivision of the base into small
pixels decreases sampling problems but memory use increases (Spencer 1992).

Finite Element Method

The finite element method is a technique for approximating a characteristic of a
geometric shape, such as area, by subdividing the shape into a finite number of other
geometric shapes. A function, known as a shape function, is associated with each of
these subdivisions. All of these smaller shapes may use the same shape function or
each may have a unique shape function. The approximation of the large geometric
shape is a linear combination of the shape functions evaluated for of the discrete
regt_ons.
Heckbert and Winget first introduced the use of the finite element method as a
way to improve performance and solve some of the problems associated with the other
radiosity methodologies. They observed that conventional radiosity algorithms
approximate the solution by using a system of simultaneous equations. This is a
simple form of the finite element method. Most radiosity algorithms assume that the
radiosity is constant across the surface of a patch. Heckbert and Winget proposed that
advanced finite element methods could be employed to produce more accurate output.
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They were able to demonstrate that this technique yielded better results as less cost
(i.e., fewer elements and shorter com_putation time.) Their work, however, was
restricted to what they termed ''flatland," a two-dimensional world consisting of
opaque, diffuse objects (Heckbert and Winget 1991).
This idea was extended to a three-dimensional world by Max and Allison.
They used linear radiosity variation across patches. Traditionally, this type of linear
interpolation had been done in the rendering phase. They proposed using the same
techniques in the form factor calculation stage. They defined a piecewise linear
function that evaluates to 1 on vertex Pi and 0 on other vertices. This describes a kind
of ''tent" that has its pole at vertex Pj. The radiosity term in the traditional irradiance
calculation with this shape function. Since the shape function they defined was
basically a linear interpolation, they were able to use Gouraud shading hardware to
actually evaluate the function. This interpolated result was used as the percentage of
the original form factor that would be assigned to the point being evaluated (Max and
Allison 1992).
Troutman and Max built upon this idea and researched the use ofhigher order
finite element methods in form factor calculation. They enhanced their radiosity
solution by claiming that the exact emission and reflectance of a patch can also be
approximated using a linear combination of shape functions. Combining a set of linear
interpolation functions with a radiosity integral using the finite element method
resulted in a matrix equation where each component of the matrix contained a
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weighting function. Experimentation was done by varying the weight functions. By
applying adaptive meshing, they ~ere_ able to compute an accurate solution in a
fraction of the time used by traditional methods (Troutman and Max 1993).

Solving the System of Simultaneous Equations

Once the form factors have been calculated, the task of solving the system of
simultaneous radiosity equations remains. The reciprocity principle states that the amount
oflight energy exchanged between the emitter and receiver is unchanged if the emitter
becomes the receiver and the receiver becomes the emitter (Hanrahan and Salzman 1992).
This can be written as:

If the basic radiosity equation is divided through by Ai, the equation reduces to
n

Bi = Ei + fJi

L Fi]BJ
J =l

The system of simultaneous equations to represent the whole environment can be written
as:
1- ptF u

-ptF12

-ptF' ln

B1

-p2F 21

1- p 2F 22

-p2F 2n

B2

-pnFnl

-pnFn2

1- pnFnn

Bn

EI

=

E2

En
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The terms on the diagonal represent a patch's contribution to its own radiosity. If this
environment contains only convex_Qbjects, these diagonal terms reduce to one.

Gauss-Seidel Approach

The method used to solve this system of equations in the original radiosity
paper was the Gauss-Seidel method. This is an incremental technique where each
iteration requires multiplying a matrix times a vector (O(n2)). Because this is an
iterative method, form factors can be calculated as needed and storage for them is not
required. The Gauss-Seidel employs the so-called "gathering" approach (ie. , the
brightness of each patch is computed by gathering the incoming energy from all the
other patches) (Hanrahan and Salzman 1992).

Progressive Approach

Sometimes, in large environments, it becomes desirable to precompute form
factors and store them for later use. This method is used in the "shooting" or
progressive radiosity approach. Radiosity is "shot" from one patch to every other
patch in the environment. Shooting requires multiplying a column of the form factor
matrix by one brightness value at a time (Hanrahan and Salzman 1992). The following
algorithm describes this progressive model
do until converged
select patch with the greatest reflected and/or emitted energy
compute form factors from that patch to every other patch
add contribution from source patch to radiosity of all other patches
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At each step, the illumination provided by a single patch is distributed to all other
patches. In the initial steps, the

so~c_e

patch chosen will be the light emitters because

other sources will not have received much light energy yet. The steps to follow will select
sources first from those who received light directly from the sources. This increasingly
accurate image can be displayed after each iteration. The displayed image will at first be
dark and will be lightened at each subsequent step. This technique is useful in situations
where a quick, but not necessarily detailed, initial representation is desired (Watt 1989).

RADIOSITY ~LEl\ffiNTATION

The basis for this project is a progressive hemicube radiosity application that will
render simple scenes using either the conventional approach to form factor calculation or a
finite element approach to form factor application. This application was built using Visual
C++ 1.0 and is designed to run on a Windows 3.x platform. Once these two
implementations were completed, tests were run to determine whether this finite element
method offered any substantial advantages over the conventional approach.

Common Elements of the Two Implementations

The basic elements of the progressive radiosity implementation is based on work
done by Eric Chen (Chen 1991). There are four basic steps to a progressive model:
finding the shoot patch, calculating the form factors, distributing the radiosity, and
displaying the incremental image. These steps are repeated until the system reaches a state
of equilibrium as determined by the threshold value that was specified in the input data.
Of these four steps, the only differences between the conventional renderer and the finite
element renderer occur in the form factor calculation stage. In addition to the basic
operations, the system must also mesh the given environment, calculate transformation
matrices, and create a suitable palette for display.

20
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Meshing the Environment
-

After the program reads in environment data from the file, it must mesh the
surfaces appropriately. A patch level and a subpatch level value is read in for each
surface in the scene. The meshing algorithm subdivides each surface into 'patch level"
patches in each the x andy directions thereby creating patch level squared patches for
the surface. A similar process is used to mesh each patch into subpatches. At this time
the centers and vertices of each patch and subpatch are calculated and stored. Surface
normals, surface areas, and reflectance and emission values are also saved as members
of each patch and subpatch. The parent patch of each subpatch is determined and
recorded.

Transformation Matrices

Transformation matrices must be calculated to convert points from world to eye
coordinates and then from eye to screen coordinates. The world to eye transformation
matrix is calculated using traditional perspective projection principles. The eye to
screen matrix is calculated using a viewport-window methodology.

Palette Creation

One of the limitations of creating a graphics application for Windows 3.x is that a
256 color palette must be created by the developer. There is no default 256 color
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palette and if the program does not specify a palette, Windows will display dithered
colors using the basic sixteen colo!] to represent the requested RGB triplet. If a palette
is specified, the palette entry that most nearly matches the request is used. Therefore,
the selection of colors for the palette is a critical process.
Originally, a palette was created using an algorithm to evenly distribute red, green
and blue values across the 256 available entries. This proved to be unsuccessful
because some of the colors were not used at all and many RGB values mapped to the
same palette value. Next, the palette was modified using trial and error methods. This
method produced results that looked good but were not necessarily accurate.
Finally, a color quantization program (Ashdown 1994) was used to determine
which color values should be included in the palette. A color quantization algorithm
analyzes a large number of colors to decide what the appropriate palette entries will be.
Unfortunately, this means that the program in question must be run so that the colors it
needs can be calculated and run through the quantizer. In most situations, this
quantization step would be included as part of the application. In a progressive model
such as this one, however, this is not a feasible solution. If a quantization phase to create
a new palette must be executed at the end of each iteration, the system will be severely
retarded. This implementation actually required a three pass approach. First, several test
cases were run and RGB data was recorded at many iterations. These results were then
fed through a stand-alone color quantizer to create the palette. After this palette had been
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created, the program had to be run again to actually display the appropriate colors on
output.

Finding the Shoot Patch

In the initialization phase of the program, the total energy for the system is

calculated. This energy is the sum of each patch's emission weighted by its area. At each
iteration, the patch that has the most radiosity to contribute to the environment (also
known as the unshot radiosity) must be determined. Initially the unshot radiosity for each
patch is its emission value and this emission value is zero for all patches except for light
sources. This means that the first shoot patch will be always be a light source. On
subsequent iterations, the unshot radiosity for a patch will be the light that is reflected
from it. Therefore, the patch that has the most light to reflect will be the shoot patch.
Shoot patch determination is the controlling process for the application. The rendering is
complete when the energy left in the system divided by the total energy is less than or
equal to the threshold value that was specified in the input file. Typically this threshold
value is about 0.001.

Distributing the Radiosity

Radiosity distribution is the phase that takes place after form factor calculation.
This is where the light from the shoot patch is actually contnouted to all the subpatches in
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the environment. For each subpatch in the environment whose form factor is greater than
zero, a delta radiosity value is calcula!Yd. This delta radiosity value is the unshot radiosity
from the shoot patch multiplied by the subpatch form factor times the reflectance value of
the parent patch of this subpatch. This delta radiosity value is added to the subpatch s
radiosity. The delta radiosity value is then multiplied by the ratio of the subpatch area to
its parent patch' s area and added to the unshot radiosity value for the parent patch. When
all the subpatches have been updated, the unshot radiosity for the shoot patch will be set
to black so that it will not be chosen as the shoot patch two consecutive times.

Displaying the Incremental Image

The final stage in each iteration involves the display of the incremental image. The
radiosity values range from 0.0 to 1.0. The color of each subpatch is determined by
converting its radiosity value to RGB values that range from 0 to 25 5. Once this
conversion is done, the program chooses the color stored in the palette that most closely
matches the requested color. A flat shading model is used to render the subpatch in the
appropriate color.

Conventional Form Factor Calculation

In the conventional progressive hemicube model, a hemicube is placed on the
center of the shoot patch. Each of the subpatches in the environment that do not hav e the
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shoot patch as a parent are projected onto this hemicube. In this implementation, the
hemicube has a z-buffer associated 'Yi.Jh it and the projection is actually done to this zbuffer. The projection is a perspective projection that projects one line segment of the
edges of the subpatch at a time. If it is determined that the line should be "drawn, the zbuffer distance at this "pixel" is checked against the distance from the shoot patch to this
subpatch. If the z-buffer distance is greater, then this new value will be added and the zbuffer distance will be updated. The new value that is added to the z-buffer is actually the
index of the subpatch currently being projected. After all four segments have been
projected and clipped appropriately, a scan line routine is used to fill in the quadrilateral.
Once the projections have been done for all the subpatches, the form factors must
actually be calculated. During initialization, delta form factor values have been calculated
and assigned to each pixel of the hemicube and form factor values have been set to zero.
Each location in the z-buffer corresponds to a pixel in the hemicube. As previously stated,
the values stored in the z-buffer are actually indices to subpatches. Each location in the zbuffer is examined and the form factor ofthe subpatch whose index appears is incremented
by the delta form factor corresponding to this location. Once the form factors have all
been determined, the reciprocal form factors must be calculated because this is a
progressive model. It is these reciprocal form factors that are actually used in further
processmg.
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Finite Element Form Factor Calculation

--

The conventional hemicube form factor calculation methodology involves
subdividing the environment into discrete patches over which the radiosity is assumed to
be constant. These patches are further subdivided into subpatches to increase the
accuracy of the output. At each iteration, the individual subpatches are projected onto the
hemicube. The problem with this approach is that the number of subpatches is directly
proportional to the run time of the program Therefore the large number of subpatches
required to render a realistic image makes the program prohibitively slow.
The finite element approach used in this project eliminates the need for projecting
subpatches. The hemicube is placed at the center of the subpatch as before but, instead of
projecting all the subpatches in the system, the patches in the system will be projected.
The form factor calculated for each patch will then be distributed among the subpatches
using shape functions. This approach reduces the number of projections done at each
iteration from:
n nPatch(J )

i=

[

]

~ ttnSubpatch{f(J)) -nSubpatch(sp)
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to:

i

= [t.nPatch(J)]- nPatch(sp)

where
i is the total number of projections in one iteration
nPatchQ) is the number of patches for surface j
nSubpatch(k) is the number of subpatches for patch k
f{j) is a function to determine the patch numbers for patches in j
sp is the current shoot patch
The shape function used in this method represents the distribution of the patch' s
form factor across each of its subpatches. The form factor for each subpatch is calculated
as a percentage of its parent's form factor. This is valid because of the following property
(Sillion and Puech 1994):

Unfortunately, finding a shape function to accurately represent this relationship is
not an easy task.

Finding the Shape Function

Detennining an appropriate shape function is a science to some and an art to
others. In this case, the shape function evolved through a process of trail-and-error. It
was necessary to find a shape function that could be applied to each subpatch. This shape
function might be different for individual subpatches depending upon its context. The two
major requirements for this (these) shape function(s) were:
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1. The function must accurately approximate the distnoution of the form factor across
the area ofpatch.
2. The sum of the shape function(s) as evaluated at each subpatch (i. e. the sum of the
form factors of each subpatch) comprising a patch must total approximately one
hundred percent of the patch form factor.

Random Number-Based Shape Function. The first attempt to develop a shape
function was based on random numbers. These random numbers were supposed to
represent anomalies such as roughness and uneven color that appear on a surfa.ce. All
the current radiosity algorithms seem to assume all patches to be perfectly smooth and
evenly colored. A random number based shape function would take these
inconsistencies into account. This algorithm was based on the premise that each
subpatch (with the same parent) would receive approximately the same percentage of
the form factor. It was assumed that each subpatch' s form factor would first be
calculated as if this distribution were exactly even. The form factor was then adjusted
using a random number function to determine the delta that would be added or
subtracted from the original value. The last subpatch of the patch was always assigned
the remaining percentage points. This satisfied the requirement number two stated
above.
An advantage of this approach is that since the random numbers represent
anomalies in the surface, the form factor percentages will not change from iteration to
iteration. The percentage can be calculated at initialization and then multiplied by the
appropriate patch form factor at each iteration. Therefore, it is very fast. The
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disadvantage is that the shape function introduced many discontinuities into the system
and did not accurately represent the _distribution of the form factor across the surface.
Distance-Based Model One. The next attempt was based on the distance of the shoot
patch from each of the four vertices of the current patch. The assumption is that the
subp~tches

closer to the shoot patch will receive a greater percentage of the form factor

than those further away. The calculation of these distances generalize to three cases:
1. Each of the four vertices are at different distances. If the four vertices are at different
distances, the assumption is made that the light is distributed from the vertex at the
minimum distance toward the vertex at the maximum distance. This relationship is
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Light distribution patterns for Case One.

2. The distances for two of the vertices are the same and the distances for the other two
distances are the same. In this case, the minimum distance is not at a vertex but it is
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assumed to be between the two minimum vertices. Light is radiated from the subpatch
at the minimum distance to the ~~l!_er subpatches. The generalization is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5. Light distribution patterns for Case Two.
3. The distance to each of the four vertices is the same. If this is the case, the assumption
is made that the minimum distance is at the center of the patch and the light is
distributed from this point. This is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Light distribution patterns for Case Three.
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Each subpatch is subdivideq ~Jo zones based on these three cases. These zones
represent the approximate distribution of light. They lie on subpatch boundaries because
each subpatch will be displayed as a constant color value. The bold lines in Figures 7 8
and 9 represent the zone boundaries.

Figure 7. Zone boundaries for Case One.

Figure 8. Zone boundaries for Case Two.
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Figure 9. Zone boundaries for Case Three.

Each zone is assumed to receive an equal percentage of the form factor. A subpatch
receives the an equal share of its zone' s percentage. In other words, the zone' s
percentage is divided by the number of subpatches that make up the zone to arrive at the
subpatch' s form factor distribution value.
This algorithm complies with rule number two but it still does not quite represent
the form factor distribution. Obvious banding occurs because discontinuities are
introduced into the rendering. The approach does have appropriate patterns of light
however and looked promising enough to warrant further research. It seems that the real
problem with this algorithm is that the variation between the different zones is too great.
The assumption that each zone receives an equal amount of light is apparently unrealistic.
It is apparent that this basic algorithm can be used but more realistic fimctions must be

used to accurately model the distribution of the form factor across the patch.
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Distance-Based Model Two. This model is based on the same three general cases that
were presented in distance-based mod~l
one. The patch is divided into zones based on the
. -.
orientation of its vertices. In addition to the zones that lie on subpatch boundaries
circular regions representing the actual manner in which light is transmitted have also been
added to the model. The location and size of these circular regions are shown in Figures
10, 11, and 12.

Figure 10. Zone boundaries and circular regions for Case One.
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Figure 11. Zone boundaries and circular regions for Case Two.

Figure 12. Zone layouts and circular regions for Case Three.
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The following shape function calculates an approximation ofthe fraction of the
parent form factor that is

distribu~e_d_ t_Q

subpatch i.
1

.

.

G(i) , I= 1

SF(z) =

(f(i))
[g(J(i))- [g(f(i)- 1)- h{f(i)- 1)]] X g G{i) ,i > 1

where
1

f(i)
h(z)
g(z)
G(i)

=the current subpatch
= the zone number where subpatch i resides
=the area of the circular region corresponding to zone z
=the number of subpatches in zone z
= the total number of subpatches comprising the parent patch of i
k

=

L:g(z) , k is the number of zones in the parent patch ofi
z=l

After the shape function has been evaluated for every subpatch composing a patch,
there will be some residual error. This error must be divided evenly throughout each of
the subpatches to preserve form factor distribution ratios and to account for all of the light
that reaches the parent patch. The form factor for a subpatch, including the correction for
residual error, can be expressed as follows:

where
= the current subpatch
SF(i) = the shape function evaluated at i
n
= the total number of subpatches for parent patch p
sum = the linear combination of the shape function evaluated for each subpatch in p
FF
= the form factor associated with p
1
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The implementation of the form factor calculation first requires that the correct
generalization be determined. The ve!!ices of the parent patch are evaluated to select the
correct category. It must be remembered that these are just generalizations. Certain
assumptions are made based on vertex values that are true in most cases but not
necessarily all. It would be impossible to enumerate all possible scenarios that might be
encountered. Once a determination has been made, it is possible that adjustments will
have to be made to ensure proper calculations. If the subpatch falls into category one, the
algorithm can continue. If this is a category two subpatch, the subpatches must be
traversed to determine the minimum distance value. In the case of category three
subpatches, the value from the center of the patch is calculated and assigned as the
minimum value.
For each subpatch, the distance from its center to the shoot patch is calculated. A
linear interpolation algorithm based on the minimum and maximum values is used in the
determination of the appropriate zone. If the interpolated value does not evaluate evenly
to a zone increment, it is promoted to the next zone number available.
Within the shape functions, the area of each subpatch is nonnalized to one to
simplify calculations. For this reason, the area of a zone is simply the number of
subpatches that make up the zone. The radii of circular regions are based on the size and
orientation of the zones to which they correspond. The area of a circular region must be
adjusted by subtracting the area of the circular region of the zone immediately preceding
this one. The percentage of the form factor contnouted by this zone is its area less the
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difference of the area of the preceding zone and the area of the preceding circular region.
To compute the percentage of the sub_patch, the zone percentage is multiplied by the ratio
ofthe area ofthe zone and the total area of the patch.
When these percentages have been applied to all the subpatches for a particular
patch, some light (or residual error) has not been accounted for. In order for a radiosity
algorithm to work properly, the sum of the form factors of the subpatches must closely
approximate the form factor of its parent patch. For this reason, the residual error value is
distributed equally among all the contributing subpatches. This method preserves the
relative light ratios but still accounts for almost all the light in the system Just as in the
conventional form factor calculation, the reciprocal form factors must now be calculated
before proceeding to the radiosity distribution phase.

ANALYSIS

In order to compare the relative effectiveness of the finite element method as
opposed to the conventional element method, the same data sets were executed under
both. These images are renderings of an environment that has a red wall, a blue wall, a
(

light gray wall, a light gray ceiling and a light gray floor. The light source has been
moved to various locations to provide different test data. Each wall is subdivided into
four patches and each of these patches is divided into three subpatches. This is a total
of721 subpatches counting the light source which is one patch consisting of one
subpatch. This resolution was chosen because it was the highest resolution available
due to memory and data type limitations. The actual screen output for these runs are
shown in Figures 13, 14, 15, and 16. The output images were grouped in sets of two
to facilitate visual comparison between corresponding runs using the conventional and
finite element methods.
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Figure 13. Actual output of conventional (top) and finite element (bottom) of image
With light source in center.
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Figure 14. Actual output of conventional (top) and finite element (bottom) of image
with light source in back.
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Figure 15. Actual output of conventional (top) and finite element (bottom) of image
with light source in front.
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Figure 16. Actual output of conventional (top) and finite element (bottom) of image
with light source in comer.
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All analysis was done on the environments described previously. To conserve
space, the abbreviations listed in T~ble_ 1 will be used when labeling tabular data.
TABLE 1
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ANALYSIS TABLES
DESCRJPTION
ABBREVIATION
Image with light source in center of
CCTR
room rendered using conventional
method
FCTR
Image with light source in center of
room rendered using finite element
method
CBACK
Image with light source in back of room
rendered using conventional method
FBACK
Image with light source in back of room
rendered using finite element method
CFRNT
Image with light source in front of room
rendered using conventional method
FFRNT
Image with light source in front of room
rendered using finite element method
CCRNR
Image with light source in comer of
room rendered using conventional
method
FCRNR
Image with light source in comer of
room rendered using finite element
method

In addition to the graphical output data, textual versions of the data were

recorded as well This allows rapid viewing of the graphical images and it also
facilitates appropriate analysis.
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This data was used for four different kinds of analysis:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Intrapatch analysis using Lea~ S_quare Continuity Error technique.
Intrasurface analysis using Least Square Continuity Error technique.
Relative difference analysis ofradiosity values at each subpatch.
Timing analysis.
Least Square Continuity Analysis

When rendering surfaces in an unoccluded environment, an algorithm should not
introduce discontinuities. For this reason, continuity analysis was done on the output
data. In continuity analysis, a smaller number indicates less change in continuity and is
therefore a better result.
The following formula was used in the calculation ofLeast Square Continuity
Error.

where
n = the number of subpatches being evaluated
rij = the radiosity value for the patch at row i colunmj
This formula is used to compare the radiosity values of each subpatch in relation to the
subpatches that adjoin it on the top, bottom, left, and right to determine continuity
error. It is known that discontinuities exist at surface intersections so analysis is
purposely avoided for these situations.
Radiosity values are composed of three components correspon ding to red,
green, and blue. Each of these values range from 0.0 to 1.0, where 0.0 indicates no
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contribution by this component and 1.0 indicates full contribution by the component.
The units displayed in the following tables and graphs are in the same units as these
radiosity components.

Intrapatch Least Square Continuity Analysis

The intrapatch least square analysis shows a comparison of continuity values
for subpatches within individual patches using conventional form factor methods and
finite element form factor methods. Tables 2 and 3 and Figures 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21
display the results from the intrapatch least square continuity analysis.
TABLE2
INTRAPATCHLEAST SQUARE CONTINUITY ANALYSIS FOR RED, GREEN
AND BLUE CO:MPONENTS OF RADIOSITY VALVES
RED
GREEN
BLUE
AVERAGE
.000039
.000019
.000034
CCTR
.0000307
.000002
.000001
.000002
FCTR
.0000017
.000030
.000052
.0000044
CBACK
.000049
.000003
.000002
. 000003
.0000027
FBACK
.000006
.000023
.000017
.0000 153
CFRNT
.000001
.000000
.000001
.0000007
FFRNT
.000048
.000013
.000022
.0000277
CCRNR
.000003
.000001
.000002
.0000002
FCRNR
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Figure 17. Intrapatch analysis for light source at center.
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Figure 18. Intrapatch analysis for light source in back.
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Figure 19. Intrapatch analysis for light source in front.
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Figure 20. Intrapatch analysis for light source in comer.
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TABLE3
COMPARISON OF AVERAGEINTRAPATCH CONTINUITY VALUES
CONVENTIONAL VS. FINITE ELEMENT
CONVENTIONAL FINITE ELEMENT
LIGHT
LOCATION
.0000307
.0000017
Center
.0000044
.0000027
Back
.0000153
.0000007
Front
.0000002
.0000277
Comer
.0000195
.0000013
Average
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Figure 21. Jntrapatch analysis averages.
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Jntrasurface Least Square Continuity Analysis

The intrasurface least square analysis shows a comparison of continuity values
for subpatches within individual surfaces. Tables 4 and 5 and Figures 22 23 24 25
and 26 display the results of the intrasurface least square continuity analysis.
TABLE4
INTRASURFACELEAST SQUARE CONTINUITY ANALYSIS FORRED,
GREEN, AND BLUE COMPONENTS OF RADIOSITY VALVES
RED
GREEN
BLUE
AVERAGE
.000754
.000371
.000655
.0005933
CCTR
.000265
.000134
.000274
FCTR
.0002243
.001044
.000730
.001108
.0009607
CBACK
.000732
.000680
.000818
.0007433
FBACK
.000320
.000111
.000479
.0003033
CFRNT
.000163
.000057
.000127
FFRNT
.0001157
.000966
.000267
.000410
CCRNR
.0005477
.000619
.000235
FCRNR
.000253
.0003690
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Figure 22. Jntrasurface analysis for light source in center.
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Figure 23. Intrasurface analysis for light source in back.
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Figure 24. Intra surface analysis for light source in front.
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Figure 25. Intrasurface analysis for light source in comer.
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TABLE 5
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE INTRASURFACE CONTINUITY VALUES
CONVENTIONAL VS. FINITE ELEMENT
CONVENTIONAL FINITE ELEMENT
LIGHT
LOCATION
.0005933
.0002243
Center
.0009607
.0007433
Back
.0003033
.0001157
Front
.0005477
.0003690
Comer
.0006010
.0003630
Average
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Figure 26. Intrasurface analysis averages.

Relative Difference Analysis

A program was run to compare the radiosity values of each data set run using
conventional and finite element methods. This analysis is simply the difference
between the red, green, and blue components of each radiosity value for corresponding
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subp atches in the conventional output and the finite element output. The results
shown in Table 6 can be interpreted as delta values.
TABLE6
AVERAGE RADIOSITY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SUBPATCHES
EVALUATED USING CONVENTIONAL VS. FINITE ELEMENT
RED
GREEN
LIGHT
BLUE
AVERAGE
LOCATION
Center
.007792
.004984
.007995
.0069237
.008058
.004999
.008375
.0071440
Back
.005271
.003316
.005461
.0046827
Front
.007792
.004984
.007995
.0069237
Corner
OVERALL
.0064184
AVERAGE

Timing Analysis

Elapsed time data was recorded from the time of the determination of the first
shoot patch until the solution had converged. This timing is appropriate because
Windows 3.x is not a multi-tasking operating system so no interruptions could have
occurred. This timing data is displayed in Table 7.
TABLE 7
COMPARISON OF ELAPSED RUN TIMES IN SECONDS
CONVENTIONAL VS. FINITE ELEMENT
PERCENTAGE
FINITE
CONVENTIONAL
LIGHT
DIFFERENCE
ELEMENT
LOCATION
35
3513
10041
Center
3843
39
9829
Back
35
3296
9429
Front
38
3566
9505
Corner
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CONCLUSIONS

Finding ways to improve upon form factor calculation has been the focus of
much research. The two most important aspects of this calculation is accuracy and
speed. The finite element method provides a vehicle for both of these. If an
appropriate shape function can be determined, a very accurate output image can be
computed in a fraction of the time.
The report has described a technique for using the finite element method to
distribute a patch's form factor across its surface. This greatly reduces the number of
projections that need to be done at each iteration. If the evaluation of the shape
function for each subpatch takes less time than the projection of this same subpatch, an
advantage is gained by using this technique.
While this research described in this report is in no way an exhaustive study, it
demonstrates some important advantages of using this method. When compared to
the conventional method, the finite element method ran in 37 percent of the time
required for the conventional method. In addition, the delta error for radiosity output
values as compared to the conventional method averaged only .64 percent.
A radiosity system renders diffuse surfaces. For this reason, there should be
very little discontinuity except at surface intersections. This finite element method
showed an overall improvement in intrapatch continuity error with an average of
55
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.0000013 as opposed to the .0000195 of the conventional method and in intrasurface
continuity error with a value of .OQQ3.630 versus the .0006010 value of the
conventional method.
These results show that even in a microprocessor environment, finite element
methods can be used to greatly improve the performance of a radiosity renderer.

Future Research

This work affords several opportunities for future research. The shape
function needs to be refined so as to more accurately represent the light distribution
across the patch. Discontinuities that exist at patch boundaries should be eliminated.
The research was done on a simple environment consisting of only planar
objects with no occlusions. In order for the technique to be used in real applications,
it must be extended to include complex environments. Shadows are a place where
discontinuities should exist. The shape function must be chosen so that these
discontinuities are preserved.
In addition, this work was done on a microcomputer environment. Much more
research must be done to make radiosity feasible in this arena. Microcomputers are
becoming much more powerful and, as a result, many people are trading in their highpriced workstations for lower priced PCs. This, in turn, means that graphics
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applications employing new technologies such as radiosity should be made available to
these users.

_. APPENDIX

This appendix contains the source code for the finite element form factor
calculation portion of the implementation.

II feview.cpp : implementation file
II
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"stdafx.h"
<math.h>
"rad2.h"
"raddoc.h"
"feview.h"
"hemicube.h"
"patch.h"
"subpatch.h"

#ifdef DEBUG
#undef THIS FILE
static char BASED CODE THIS FILE[] =
#end if

FILE

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111

II CFEView

IMPLEMENT_DYNCREATE(CFEView, CRadView)
CFEView: :CFEView() : CRadView()
{
II Precompute circle radii for form factor calculation
float r = .5;
for(int i = 0; l < 8; i++)
{
radius[i] =PI * r * r;
r += .5;
}
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}
CFEView:

:~CFEView()

{
}
int CFEView: :Radiusindex(float value)

{
return (int) (value

I

.5 - 1);

}
void CFEView: :ComputeFormFactors(void)

{

II

Save transformation matrices of display
CMatrix saveEye = WorldToEye;
CMatrix saveDevice = EyeToDevice;

II

Find center of shoot patch
CVector center;
center.Copy(patches[shootPatch] .Center());
CVector normal;
normal.Copy(patches[shootPatch] .Normal());

II

Rotate the hemicube along the normal axis of the
patch randomly
II to reduce aliasing artifacts
CVector vector;
CVector tangentU;
float normalized;
do

{
srand(l);
vector.X(RandomFloat());
vector.Y(RandomFloat());
vector.Z(RandomFloat());

II

Get a tangent vector
tangentU.Cross(normal, vector);
normalized = tangentU.Normalize();
} while (normalized

== 0);
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II

Computer tangentV
CVector tangentV; ___ _
tangentV.Cross(normal, tangentU);

II

Assign the ats and ups for each hemicube face
CVector at[S], up[S];
at[O] .Add(center, normal);
up[O] .Copy(tangentU);
at[l] .Add(center, tangentU);
up[l] .Copy(normal);
at[2] .Add(center, tangentV);
up[2] .Copy(normal);
at[3] .Sub(center, tangentU);
up[3] .Copy(normal);
at[4] .Sub(center, tangentV);
up[4] .Copy(normal);

II

Position the hemicube slightly above the center of
the shooting
II patch
normal.Scale((float) (worldSize * 0.0001));
CVector tmp;
tmp.Add(center, normal);
hemicube->From(tmp);

II

Clear the form factors
int i;
for(i = 0; i < patchCount; i++)

{
patches[i] .FormFactor(O.O);

}
for(i

= 0; i

<

subpatchCount; i++)

{
subpatches[i] .FormFactor(O.O);

}
for(int face

=

TOP; face

<=

{
hemicube->At(at[face]);

SIDE4; face++)
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hemicube->Up(up[face]);

II

Calculate. .transformation
matrices for face
. CalculateWorldToEye(hemicube->At(), hemicube>From(),
hemicube->Up(), hemicube->FieldOfViewX(),
hemicube->FieldOfViewY());
CalculateEyeToDevice(O, 0, hemicube->XRes() - 1,
hemicube->YRes() - 1, TRUE);

II

Initialize hemicube with background value
hemicube->Initialize();

II

Project patches onto hemicube face
for(int i = 0; i < patchCount; i++)

{
if(i != shootPatch)

{

II

Calculate distance from center of

shoot patch to

II

center of current patch
float distance =
patches[shootPatch] .CalculateDistance(patches[i] .Center());

II

Project onto hemicube

patches[i] . Project(i, hemicube>Buffer(), hemicube->XRes(),
points, WorldToEye, EyeToDevice,
distance) ;

}
}

II

Get form factors
if(face ==TOP )

{
hemicube- >SumTopFactors (patches);

}
else

{
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hemicube->SumSideFactors(patches);
}

}
SubpatchFormFactors();
double origFF;
double summedFF;
int totalSubs = subpatchCount;
int* spindex =new int[totalSubs];
int spCount = 0;
for(int j = 0; j < patchCount; j++)
{
origFF = patches[j] .FormFactor();
if(origFF > 0.0)
{
summedFF = 0;
for(int i = 0; l < subpatchCount; i++)
{
if(subpatches[i] .Patchindex() == j)
{
summedFF += subpatches[i] .FormFactor();
spindex[spCount++J = i;
}
}

float diff = (origFF - sumrnedFF)

I

(float)spCount;
for(int k = 0; k < spCount ; k++)
{
subpatches[spindex[k]] .FormFactor(
subpatches[spindex[k]] .FormFactor() +
diff) ;
}

spCount = 0;
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}

}
delete []

spindex;

II Compute reciprocal form factors
for(i = 0; i < subpatchCount; i++)

{
double formFactor = subpatches[i] .FormFactor();
if(formFactor > 0.0)

{
subpatches[i] .FormFactor(formFactor
patches[shootPatch] .Area() I
subpatches[i] .Area());

*

II This 1s a potential source of aliasing
if(subpatches[i] .FormFactor() > 1.0)

{
subpatches[i] .FormFactor(l.O);

}
}
ASSERT(subpatches[i] .FormFactor( ) >= 0.0);

}
II Restore transformation matrices of display
WorldToEye = saveEye;
EyeToDevice = saveDevice;

}
void CFEView : :SubpatchFormFactors(void )

{
for(int i = 0; i

<

subpatchCount; i++)

{
int parent= subpatches[i] .Patchindex();
double parentFormFactor =
patches[parent] .FormFactor();
if(parentFormFactor != 0.0)

{
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II Find m1n and max distances from shootPatch
float distance;
float maxDist = 0.0;
-- float minDist = 10000.0;
int maxCount = 0;
int minCount = 0;
for(int j = 0; J < 4; j++)

{
distance =
patches[shootPatch] .CalculateDistance(
points[patches[parent] .Verts(j) ]);

if(distance >= (maxDist - 0.00005)
&& distance<= (maxDist + 0.00005))
{
maxCount++;
}
if(distance >= (minDist - 0.00005) &&
distance<= (minDist- 0.00005))
{
minCount++;

}
if(distance > maxDist)

{
maxDist = distance;

}
if(distance < minDist)
{
minDist = distance;

}
}
float maxes[2];
maxes[O] = maxes[l] = 0;
int k, subpatchTotal;
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switch(maxCount)

{
case 0:
subpatches[i] .Percentage(EvaluateVertexFunction(
parent, i, minDist, maxDist));
break;
case 1:
case 2:
II Find total number of subpatches
subpatchTotal =
(int) (patches[parent] .Area() I
subpatches[i] .Area());
maxDist = 0.0;
minDist = 10000.0;

for(k = 0; k < subpatchCount; k++)

{
if(subpatches[k] .Patchindex()
parent)

{
distance
patches[shootPatch] .CalculateDistance(

=

subpatches[k] .Center());
if(distance > maxDist)

{
maxDist

=

distance;

}
if(distance < minDist)
{
minDist = distance;

}
}
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}

subpatches[iJ .Percentage(EvaluateEdgeFunct i on (
parent, i, minDis t , maxDist));
break;
case 3:
case 4:

II If distances to all vertices are
equal
maxDist =
patches[shootPatch] .CalculateDistance(
points[patches[parent] .Verts(O)]);
minDist =
patches[shootPatch] .CalculateDistance (patches[parent] .Cent er
() ) ;

subpatches[i] .Percentage(EvaluateCenterFunction(
parent, i , minD i s t , maxDist));
break;

}

subpatches[i] .FormFactor(subpat ches [i] . Percentage( )
* parentFormFactor ) ;
}
}

}
float CFEView: :EvaluateVertex Funct i on (i n t parent, int chi l d,
float minVal, f l oa t maxVa l)
{
II Find distance from s h ootPat c h to child
float dist = patches [shootPa t c h] . Ca l c ulateDistance (
subpatches [c h i l d ] . Cen te r());
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II Adjust dist if assumptions are incorrect
if(dist < minVal)
{
dist = minVal;

}
if(dist > maxVal)

{
dist = maxVal;
}

II Interpolate value
int value= (int) ((dist- minVal) I
100.0);
if (value == 0)

(maxVal- minVal) *

{
value = 1;

}

II Find total number of subpatches
int subpatchTotal = (int) (patches[parent] .Area() I
subpatches[child] .Area());

II Compute number of light zones
int zoneCount = (int)sqrt(subpatchTotal);

II Calculate increments for zones
int zoneinc = 100 I zoneCount;
II Round interpolated value to nearest zone increment
int zoneNumber;
if((value% zoneinc) != 0 && value != 100 )
{
zoneNumber = value I zoneinc + 1;
value = zoneNumber * zoneinc;
}
else
{
zoneNumber = value I zonei n c;
}
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II Determine percentage of form factor actually
received by this
II subpatch
float percent;
if(zoneNumber == 1)
{
percent= 1.0 I (float)subpatchTotal;
}
else
{
int patchesinZone = zoneNumber + (zoneNumber - 1);
int patchesinPrevZone;
if(zoneNumber == 2)
{
patchesinPrevZone = 1;

}
else
{
patchesinPrevZone = (zoneNumber - 1) +
(zoneNumber - 2);
}
float arcArea = radius[Radiusindex (zoneNumber1)J

I

4.0;

if(zoneNumber > 2)
{
arcArea - radius[Radiusindex(zoneNumber2)J

I

4.0;

}
percent = (patchesinZone - (patchesinPrevZone arcArea)) I (float)subpatchTotal I
patchesinZone;
}
return percent;

}
float CFEView: :EvaluateEdgeFunction(int parent, int child,
float minVal, float maxVal)

{
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II

Find total number of subpatches
int subpatchTotal = (int) (patches[parent] .Area()
subpatches[child] .Area());

I

II

Find distance from shootPatch to child
float dist = patches[shootPatch] .CalculateDistance(
subpatches[child] .Center());

II

Adjust dist if assumptions are incorrect
if(dist < minVal)

{
dist = minVal;

}
if(dist > maxVal)
{
dist = maxVal;
}

II

Interpolate value
int value= (int) ((dist- minVal) I
100.0) i
if (value == 0)
{
value = 1;
}

(maxVal- minVal)

II

Compute number of light zones
int zoneCount = (int)sqrt(subpatchTotal);

II Calculate increments for zones
int zoneinc = 100 I zoneCount;

II

Round interpolated value to nearest zone increment
int zoneNumber;
if((value% zoneinc) != 0 && value != 100)
{
zoneNumber = value I zoneinc + 1;
value = zoneNumber * zoneinc;
}
else

{

*
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zoneNumber

= value I zoneinc;

}

II Determine number -of subpatches in this zone
int patchesinZone;
if((zoneCount% 2)
1)
{
if(zoneNumber -- 2)
{
patchesinZone = 5;
}
else

{
if(zoneNumber == 1)
{
patchesinZone

= 1;

}
else
{
patchesinZone

=

zoneCount;

patchesinZone

=

2·I

patchesinZone

=

zoneCount;

}

}
}
else

{
if(zoneNumber == 2)
{
zone Count = 6 i
}
else
{
if(zoneNumber -- 1)

{
}
else
{

}
}
}
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II Determine percentage of form factor actual ly
received by this
II subpatch
float percent;
if(zoneNumber == 1)
{
percent= 1.0 I (float)subpatchTotal;
}
else
{
int patchesinPrevZone;
if(zoneNumber == 2)
{
if(patchesinZone == 5)
{
patchesinPrevZone = 1;
}
else
{
patchesinPrevZone = 2;
}
}
else
{
if(zoneNumber == 3)

{
patchesinPrevZone = patchesinZone + 2;

}
else
{
patchesinPrevZone = patchesinZ one ;

}
}
float arcArea;
if (zoneNumbe r > 2 )
{
arcArea =
radius[Radiusindex (( float ) zoneNumber I 2 . 0)]
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}
else
{

I 2.o;
arcArea -= radius[Radiusindex(l.O I 2.0)]
I 2.o;
--

if(patchesinPrevZone == 1)
{
arcArea = radius[Radiusindex(l . O I 2.0)]

I 2.0;
}
else

{
arcArea

= radius[Radiusindex(l .O )] I

2.0;
}
}
percent = (patchesinZone - (patchesinPrevZone arcArea)) I (float)subpatchTotal I
patchesinZone;

}
return percent;

}

float CFEView: :EvaluateCenterFunction(int parent, int child,
float minVal, float maxVal)
{
II Find distance from shootPatch to child
float dist = patches[shootPatch] .CalculateDistance(
subpatches[child] .Center());

II Adjust dist if assumptions are incorrect
if(dist < minVal )
{
dist = minVal;
}
if(dist > maxVal)
{
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dist = maxVal;
}

II

Interpolate value
int value= (int) ((dist- minVal)
100.0);
if (value == 0)

I

(maxVal - minVal) *

{
value = 1;
}

II

Find total number of subpatches
int subpatchTotal = (int) (patches[parent] . Area() I
subpatches[child] . Area());

II

Compute number of light zones
int zoneCount = (int)sqrt(subpatchTotal);

II Determine whether odd or even
BOOL odd = zoneCount % 2;

II

Adjust zoneCount
zoneCount = ceil(zoneCount I 2);

II Calculate increments for zones
int zoneinc = 100 I zoneCount;

II

Round interpolated value to nearest zone increment
int zoneNumber;
if((value% zoneinc) != 0 && value ! = 100 )
{
zoneNumber = value I zoneinc + 1 ;
value = zoneNumber * zoneinc;
}
else
{
zoneNumber = value I zoneinc;

}

II Determine number of s u bpa t c h es i n this zone
int patchesinZone;
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if(odd)

{
if(zoneNumber

== 1)

{
patchesinZone

= 1;

patchesinZone

= 4 * 2 * (z one Number - 1);

}
else

{
}
}
else

{
patchesinZone

= 4 * (2 * zoneNumber - 1) ;

}
II Determine percentage of form facto r actually
received by this
II subpatch
float percent;
if(zoneNumber == 1)

{
percent

= 1.0 I (float)subpatchTotal ;

}
else

{
int patchesinPrevZone;
if(zoneNumber == 2)

{
if(patchesinZone

== 8 )

{
patchesinPrev Zon e

= 1;

if (patchesin Zon e

== 12)

}
else

{
{
pat c h esi nPrevZone

}

}
}

= 4;
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float arcArea;
.

-

if(zoneNumber > 2)
{
arcArea = radius[Radiusindex(((zoneNumber 1)

+ 2)

I

2.0)];

arcArea -= radius[Radiusindex(((zoneNumber 2)

+ 2)

I

2.0)];

}
else

{
if(patchesinPrevZone == 1)
{
arcArea = radius[Radius i ndex(1.0 I
2.0)];

}
else
{

arcArea

= radius[Radius ind ex(1.0)];

}
}

percent = (patchesinZone - (patch es inPrevZone arcArea)) I (float)subpatchTotal I
patchesinZone;
}

return percent;

}
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CFEView, CView )
II{{AFX_MSG_MAP (CFEView )
I I NOTE - the ClassWizar d will add and remove
mapping macros here.
I I }}AFX_MSG_MAP
END MESSAGE MAP ()
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